Spontaneous periodic hypothermia with lipoma of the corpus callosum
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SUMMARY A patient with spontaneous periodic hypothermia who had both a lipoma and agenesis of the corpus callosum is described. Spontaneous periodic hypothermia associated with corpus callosum abnormalities is a distinct entity and although the mechanism underlying the hypothermic episodes is unexplained, the term “diencephalic autonomic epilepsy” does not seem appropriate.

Spontaneous periodic hypothermia is a rare condition in which episodes of severe hypothermia are precipitated by profuse sweating. Penfield introduced the term “diencephalic autonomic epilepsy” to describe a patient with attacks of hypothermia, headache, hiccup, sweating and salivation in a terminal illness from a third ventricular tumour. This term has been applied to patients with spontaneous periodic hypothermia. However, only 12 cases have been described (table) and a stereotyped syndrome emerges differing substantially from Penfield’s patient. This syndrome is a chronic one, often beginning in childhood or early adult life and progressing very slowly. Agenesis of the corpus callosum is almost the hallmark of the condition, being found in seven out of nine patients who had adequate investigations. The association of callosal agenesis and periodic hypothermia has been termed “Shapiro’s syndrome.” We report a patient with this syndrome in whom a lipoma and agenesis of the corpus callosum were demonstrated by a computed tomographic scan (CT scan).

Case history

A 44-year-old unmarried man was admitted in January 1980 for the investigation of recurrent episodes of stupor associated with profuse sweating and hypothermia. Sweating attacks started in his teens and from 1969 there were numerous admissions to general and psychiatric hospitals. During three years in this region he had seven hospital admissions because of hypothermia. Admissions were mainly in winter and recovery took 2-6 weeks.
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Profuse sweating for several days had been noted during one of them.

When two years old he had sustained a fractured skull in a road traffic accident. His physical development was normal but he was mentally slow and had attended a special school. He had worked in a furniture factory for nearly 20 years, eventually being forced to retire by ill health. For at least 6 years he had major seizures treated with Phenytoin 100 mg twice daily. On examination he was thin with a normal male distribution of body hair. He was alert and orientated but below average intelligence (WAIS IQ = 75). He had mild dysarthria with exaggerated reflexes in the left arm and bilateral extensor plantar responses. After three weeks in hospital, during which he was well and ambulant with an oral temperature between 35-0°C and 36-5°C, blood pressure 120/80 mmHg and pulse rate 60 per minute, he suddenly developed profuse sweating accompanied by cutaneous vasodilatation which affected the whole body surface. He complained of feeling hot and after 2 hours continuous sweating his oral temperature was 31-0°C. Any rise in body temperature provoked further attacks of sweating lasting 30 minutes to several hours and with each attack the rectal temperature fell, often as low as 29-5°C (fig 1).

Two days after the onset of sweating the patient became lethargic and withdrawn. His dysarthria increased, he had marked truncal ataxia and flapping tremor of the outstretched hands. After 4 days he was unresponsive and incontinent. Systolic blood pressure varied between 75-100 mmHg with marked bradycardia, sometimes as slow as 40 per minute. The ECG showed typical J-waves. Five days later his body temperature returned abruptly to his normal level. His physical and mental state recovered after two days. Seven days later he had a similar sudden episode of sweating and hypothermia which lasted 8 days. His hospital course was marked by alternating periods of relative normality and sweating with hypothermia. Shivering was never seen. Several major and left sided focal motor attacks occurred during
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Fig 1 showing that episodes of severe sweating coincided with each rise in body temperature producing a set-point which is lower than normal.

Fig 2 (continued)

Fig 2 showing changes in the serum and urine parameters during episodes of hypothermia.

the hypothermic periods. When cellulitis developed in the left buttock the temperature rose to 40°C, but he did not sweat.

Investigations revealed a normochromic, normocytic anaemia with a haemoglobin between 8 and 12 g/dl. There was an intermittent leucopenia (2 × 10⁹/l) and a mild thrombocytopenia (137 × 10⁹/l). Serum iron, total iron binding capacity, folate and B12 levels were normal and marrow aspiration showed dyserythropoiesis similar to that seen in the anaemia of chronic disorders. Sweating episodes were associated with a marked hypoaetraemia (serum sodium 124-126 mmol/l) and a fall in serum osmolality. There was a corresponding fall in urine osmolality, urine sodium, urine volume and creatinine clearance with improvement as the sweating subsided (fig 2). Liver enzymes rose in parallel with the severity and length of the hypothermic episode. Before one episode of hypothermia, some additional metabolic and physiological tests were carried out. Mean skin and core temperatures were already lower than normal, 30.1°C and 35.2°C respectively, giving a whole body temperature of 32.5°C. The resting energy expenditure was 34.6 kcal m⁻² h⁻¹ which was 4.4% below his predicted rate but was higher than that rate corrected for the lower body temperature. Tests of autonomic cardiac control showed that his pulse rate was not altered by such stimuli as deep inspiration, a head up tilt or a Valsalva manoeuvre. At the time of these tests the plasma glucose, lactate and insulin concentrations were 4.4 mmol/l, 1.36 mmol/l and 22 μU/ml respectively. Later while the temperature was falling these values were 5.72 mmol/l, 2.10 mmol/l and 27 μU/ml (expected changes). An oral glucose tolerance test between episodes was within normal limits. The urinary normetanephrine and 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid concentrations were repeatedly normal. There was no evidence of abnormality of the hypothalamic pituitary axis as judged by the results of TRH and FSH/LHRH stimulation tests and there was a normal circadian rhythm of the plasma cortisol.
The EEG during an episode of hypothermia showed diffuse symmetrical delta activity but between attacks there was only a slight excess of theta activity. Chest and skull radiographs, including coned lateral views of the pituitary fossa were normal. A CT brain scan showed a discrete area of fat density just to the right of the midline at the anterior end of the corpus callosum in the position normally occupied by the genu. There was evidence of agenesis of the corpus callosum (fig 3). A right carotid arteriogram showed the branches of the anterior cerebral complex to be more separate and straighter than normal and coursing superiorly in a diagonal radiating pattern towards the convexity. The pericallosal artery was shown to be very low in position and the internal cerebral vein high (fig 4).

In attacks the patient was wrapped in blankets and the sweat removed frequently to prevent evaporation on the skin. The severe hyponaemia was treated with normal saline given intravenously. To finally exclude any remediable lesion a neuro-surgical exploration of the area using a microsurgical technique was carried out via a coronal incision and restricted sagittal approach by division of the falx anteriorly. No true corpus callosum was identified and no mass lesion could be seen. The exploration was therefore terminated without biopsy or other procedure. Post-operatively there was no change and he continued to suffer frequent episodes of prolonged hypothermia.

Discussion

This patient is an example of a rare but increasingly recognised syndrome which is one cause of spontaneous hypothermia. Clinically it is characterised by attacks of profuse sweating and hypothermia often leading to stupor or coma. Investigation of the majority of patients reveals agenesis of the corpus callosum. This is the first recorded case of spontaneous hypothermia associated with a lipoma and agenesis of the corpus callosum. Lipoma of the corpus callosum is a rare tumour accounting for less than 0.05% of all brain tumours and in nearly 50% of cases there is associated agenesis of the corpus callosum. The tumour is asymptomatic in approximately 50% of cases but epilepsy, hemiplegia, dementia and headaches are common modes of presentation. There are no previously recorded cases of lipoma of the corpus callosum with periodic hypothermia but Zettner and Netsky record that diencephalic syndromes such as dystrophia adiposo-genitalis, hypothermia and irregularities of menstruation may occur.

Agenesis of the corpus callosum is not believed to be the cause of the spontaneous hypothermia
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diabetes insipidus</th>
<th>Precocious puberty</th>
<th>Mental retardation</th>
<th>Hypotonia</th>
<th>Cranio-facial dysmorphism</th>
<th>Abnormal external genitalia</th>
<th>Response to anti-convulsants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and similarly the lipoma in the present case seems unlikely to be the cause per se. Both lesions point to diffuse developmental abnormalities. The mechanism of attacks in this syndrome has never been satisfactorily explained. Previous authors have accepted these attacks as examples of diencephalic epilepsy as described by Penfield but there are good reasons for abandoning this term. Penfield in his detailed account emphasised the brief nature of his patient’s attacks which lasted for 5-12 minutes.

Fig 4 Right carotid arteriogram. Subtraction films. (a) Anteroposterior projection. (b) lateral projection The anterior cerebral artery complex is abnormal in position with the peri-callosal artery low and the branches of the peri-callosal are shown coursing in a diagonal fashion towards the convexity.
The patient had raised intracranial pressure and all the features could be explained by acute intermittent hydrocephalus caused by a ball valve action of the intra-ventricular tumour. In contrast, patients such as the present case with spontaneous periodic hypothermia have attacks lasting hours or days and none have had raised intra-cranial pressure. Occurrence of seizures in three patients has been cited as evidence of an epileptic mechanism for the sweating and hypothermia but other factors such as the associated brain damage and severe hyponatraemia as in the present case, would in themselves be sufficient to produce seizures. Failure of anti-convulsants to control sweating and hypothermia in almost all the cases does not favour an epileptic mechanism.

Our patient's main disability is a disturbance of thermoregulation characterised by episodes of severe hypothermia due to increased heat loss from excessive sweating. The trouble is not due to inability to thermoregulate but stems from his abnormal "target" temperatures. Body temperature is normally controlled around 37°C but in this patient thermoregulation is aimed at achieving a lower temperature. The patient's condition could be described in the terms of the moveable set-point theory of thermoregulation as one in which the set-point was usually lower than normal (about 35-5°C) and which underwent episodes of reduction to an even lower level about 31-0°C). Reduction to this level was achieved by excessive sweating. This explanation postulates episodic and inappropriate changes in the intrahypothalamic neuronal equivalent of a reference signal generator. There is no direct evidence for the existence of such a neurone and it may be easier to explain our patient's disorder in terms of Bligh's recent updating of Vendriks's hypothesis, shown diagrammatically in fig 5. In this model a set-point is produced by the inputs from hot and cold sensors, with the temperature-activity characteristics shown, acting on the reflex effectors both directly and through crossed inhibitory fibres. The final drive to the effector pathways to heat loss and heat production can be modulated by additional excitatory and inhibitory influences as shown which will produce changes in the apparent set-point.

The association between thermal sensation and the effector responses is obscure. Although the patient felt hot during the attacks, tests of thermal sensation gave normal results and it is unlikely that the excessive sweating was due to a change in the characteristics of the sensor neurones. A more likely explanation would be an increase in the off-line excitatory input to the heat loss neurone (fig 5). This would lower the resting set-point and if subject to episodes of further increases in activity, would cause periods of hypothermia due to increased sweating. An advantage of this hypothesis is that it increases the number of possible cerebral sites of origin of the excitatory impulses and extends them beyond the hypothalamus. Except possibly for the changes in the autonomic nervous system there is little evidence of damage to the hypothalamus of this patient while there are lesions in other regions, namely the frontal lobes and corpus callosum.

Spontaneous periodic hypothermia with corpus callosum abnormalities is a distinct clinical entity. In many reported cases hypothermia has been overlooked for several years and the symptoms attributed to some other medical or psychiatric

---

**Fig 5** The diagram (after Bligh, 1979) shows how a neuronal network of the layout shown centre with warm and cold sensors of the temperature activity relationships shown left will produce a set-point shown right. This set-point could be raised or lowered by excitatory and inhibitory inputs to neurones A and B by input from elsewhere in the central nervous system or from peripheral thermosensors. The situation in the present case could be explained by an increase in the excitatory input a.
condition. Routine use of a low reading thermometer would avoid this error. If the syndrome is recognised then a CT scan and tests of autonomic and thermoregulatory function are obligatory. Although no specific treatment exists, it may be that prompt symptomatic treatment consisting of heat conservation and sodium replacement would reduce the severity of episodes and prevent further cerebral damage which may be responsible for the progression noted in some cases. Total sympathectomy has proved effective in one case and this may be possible in similar cases with transient thermoregulatory abnormalities and absence of generalised autonomic dysfunction.
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